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Executive Summary 22 

This literature review contextualises the SAPS Performance Chart within international literature on 23 

the performance measurement of police agencies. Additionally, it seeks to explore whether a 24 

measure such as “public satisfaction” should be included in The Chart (yes); why station rankings 25 

fluctuate to the degree that they do (arbitrary ranking); whether what is measured might create 26 

perverse incentives for police (yes); whether compensatory points should be awarded to stations 27 

located in high-crime environments (no/maybe); and how The Chart might be improved. 28 

In general The Chart appears to be well-designed and thought out. It follows a trend introduced 29 

under the name “COMPSTAT” in New York in the nineties, which continues to grow internationally. 30 

One influential think tank lists the SAPS’ Chart (at least on paper) as an example of best practice in 31 

the performance measurement of police agencies. The indicators used by the chart are comparable 32 

to those adopted by early COMPSTAT-like charts. However, these early indicators are now 33 

considered by some to be “unbalanced” and counterproductive to the ethos of community policing. 34 

Perverse incentives and “gaming” the system are risks faced by all police agencies using such charts, 35 

and efforts are now being made to measure performance more broadly. This has seen a recent 36 

increase in emphasis on the measurement of public confidence in police. This measure should be 37 

weighted at least as heavily as more traditional targets. Some believe traditional crime reduction 38 

and arrest targets should be abolished altogether with public confidence and feelings of safety being 39 

the most important indicators of police effectiveness. The fact that the SAPS has never introduced a 40 

measure of public confidence undermines The Chart. 41 

The original vision for COMPSTAT –like systems was that they include: 1) Accurate, timely 42 

information made available to managers; allowing for 2) evidence-based strategic interventions to 43 

be introduced to meet specific challenges; resulting in 3) rapid, focused advice and deployment of 44 

human and other resources to implement strategies; followed by 4) systematic monitoring of the 45 

results to grow the evidence base about what works in policing. 46 

On paper the SAPS Chart includes most of these. What is unclear is whether the SAPS uses The Chart 47 

to assess problems and deploy resources in a matter of days, rather than months, as intended. It is 48 

also unclear whether the SAPS is engaged in the systematic gathering and use of evidence to inform 49 

its interventions. Without points 2-4, the Performance Chart loses much of its value.  50 

Some fear that COMPSTAT-heavy policing approaches threaten to undermine community policing. It 51 

is thought that emphasis must be placed on the long-term impact of policing. Pressure to meet 52 

short-term targets is more likely to encourage undemocratic policing that may erode public 53 

confidence. Some police agencies have begun emphasising and measuring the fairness with which 54 

officers engage the public, and with which the police agency engages with its staff. The two are 55 

connected. In this regard, the SAPS might consider measuring the well-being and satisfaction of its 56 

own members, too, as part of The Chart. 57 

Nationally set targets that are not tailored to each station, might be particularly unhelpful. Station 58 

targets should reflect local community concerns rather than assumptions about what a community 59 

wants.  Similarly, the current ranking system, which attempts to compare a vast diversity of stations, 60 

appears arbitrary and without any management value. It is recommended that the SAPS consider 61 

abandoning this and that stations are instead compared within “families” of similar stations.  62 
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The purpose of the police is to serve the public. Accordingly, the SAPS should be as transparent as 63 

possible with its performance and crime data. Informed communities are better able to support local 64 

police and hold them accountable.  If stations have access to daily and weekly data, so should 65 

communities. This can be aided by introducing a Crime Harm Index, which will give civilians and 66 

police clearer insight into how (un)safe a policing area (or even a street thereof) is, how they 67 

respond to police interventions, and which stations need prioritising for managerial intervention.  68 

Ultimately, the SAPS Performance Chart appears to be thorough and comparable in many ways with 69 

equivalents used abroad. While it is recognised that they are central to modern policing, it is also 70 

recognised that they need to evolve. The focus must always be the outcome, not the output. 71 

Currently, the SAPS does not measure outcomes – public perceptions, confidence or feelings of 72 

safety.  73 

It is widely recognised that COMPSTAT-like charts encourage “gaming” or manipulation of what and 74 

how things are recorded in order to more easily meet targets. In South Africa, where public exposure 75 

to and exasperation with violent crime is higher than many other countries that employ COMPSTAT-76 

like systems, the SAPS must be particularly cautious in considering how it sets and weighs targets. 77 

There should be less emphasis on across the board recorded crime, and more on station-specific 78 

categories that are amenable to police intervention. Similarly, it would appear to be in the best 79 

interests of justice if detectives and prosecutor targets relating to prosecution/diversion were 80 

married together. Without detectives needing to invest in prosecution/diversion, and without 81 

prosecutors needing to invest in good investigation, it seems obvious that many cases will fail in 82 

court. These changes are particularly important in light of the growing recognition of the importance 83 

of procedurally fair policing and procedurally fair justice, for public confidence. 84 

Police represent the face of the state on the street. In many ways they are its eyes and ears. Where 85 

possible, police should function as “lever pullers” to call relevant bodies to intervene in their areas 86 

where challenges fall outside the policing mandate. Incorporation of such actions into The Chart may 87 

help encourage police to think more broadly and creatively about their mandate, moving away from 88 

punitive “crime fighters” towards fair “problem solvers”.  89 

Other areas which the SAPS should consider including in measuring performance are: 90 

- A station measure of relative (un)safety using a Crime Harm Index. 91 

- Levels of fear at the station level (at stations where interventions are needed) or cluster 92 

level for all (urban) clusters. 93 

- Levels of satisfaction amongst police officials. 94 

- Safety in public space (use of public space). 95 

- Civilian complaints as integrated with The Chart 96 

- Incidents of police use of force  97 

- Levels of civilian satisfaction with police 98 

- Levels of satisfaction/perceived fairness experienced by SAPS officials 99 

 100 

  101 
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Purpose of this report 102 

This report examines literature on performance measurement and management of public 103 

police agencies. It considers this literature in relation to evidence presented to the 104 

Commission of Inquiry into allegations of police inefficiency in Khayelitsha and a breakdown 105 

in relations between the community and the police in Khayelitsha (The Commission) as it 106 

pertains to performance measurement in the South African Police Service (SAPS). The 107 

primary aim of this exercise is to ascertain the degree of validity and relevance of the 108 

current system, known as the Performance Chart (The Chart), to SAPS management and 109 

practice, and to explore whether and how it should be amended.  110 

The Commission has expressed particular interest in the following: 111 

 Whether a measure such as “service delivery” or “public satisfaction” with the SAPS 112 

should be included in the Performance Chart  113 

 Why SAPS stations (as a unit of performance measurement) change positions on the 114 

performance hierarchy so dramatically and what this might mean for the validity of 115 

what the Chart measures.  116 

 What is measured and why, and whether this might create perverse incentives for 117 

police officials and managers. 118 

 Whether the compensatory points awarded to stations located in high-crime or 119 

particularly busy environments is good practice in police performance measurement.  120 

 Recommendations regarding how the Chart might be improved in the short, medium 121 

and long term. 122 

These questions and other points of relevance to the SAPS are primarily answered in boxes 123 

titled “Relevance to the SAPS” throughout the report.  124 

 125 

About the author 126 

I am a researcher with ten years of experience working on the subject of policing and police 127 

oversight in South Africa. I am currently pursuing a doctorate at the University of Oxford's Centre for 128 

Criminology where my research explores the question, ‘Who do South African police officials think 129 

they are and how does this shape police practice?’ My fieldwork for this research project spanned 130 

eight months in 2012/13 during which I shadowed SAPS officials at four stations, including township, 131 

inner city and rural stations. Prior to my doctorate I worked as a researcher and senior researcher at 132 

the Institute for Security Studies (ISS). At the ISS my work focused primarily on integrity 133 

management/corruption and police oversight in the SAPS.  Through the ISS I published numerous 134 

papers and articles on the subject. While there I also helped conceptualise the Promote Professional 135 

Policing campaign in an attempt to build a civic culture that appreciates good police work, and 136 

helped inform other policy reform related to policing.  More recently I have written on police 137 

professionalism in South Africa and worked with the African Policing Civilian Oversight Forum 138 

(APCOF) to review and develop monitoring and evaluation indicators for the Independent Police 139 
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Investigative Directorate (IPID). I am the author of the book, Behind the Badge, which aims to shed 140 

light on the lived experience of police officials in the SAPS, and am a sub-editor for the South African 141 

Crime Quarterly. Between 2004 and 2011, I worked on and off as a police reservist in Cape Town and 142 

Pretoria. A full CV has been provided to The Commission with further details regarding my career 143 

and publications. 144 

A note on methodology and limitations 145 

This report is primarily an examination of academic, government and public-policy related 146 

literature on the subject. The performance measurement of police agencies is a developing 147 

arena. As such, debate and evidence on what constitutes good practice are constantly, 148 

albeit slowly, evolving.   149 

There is a significant body of English language literature on the topic, predominantly 150 

produced in or about the United States, Great Britain and Australia. Despite South Africa’s 151 

clear differences to these countries, the core of the SAPS’ approach to performance 152 

management remains comparable to models used by police agencies in those countries. As 153 

such, the majority of the literature remains relevant to the South African context, 154 

particularly at a technical level.  155 

Due to the limited time available to research and write this review, it was not possible to 156 

engage with the entirety of the body of literature on the topic. With this in mind I have 157 

sought to engage with a selection of the most recent and relevant literature. For the same 158 

reasons of time I have been limited to a review of the testimonies and affidavits of Brigadier 159 

Heilbron and Colonel Vermeulen, as evidence before The Commission.  160 

While I have been conducting research on the SAPS for ten years, I claim no particular 161 

expertise in organisational performance measurement systems, nor am I a quantitative 162 

researcher. That said, I am one of very few who have published on the topic as it relates to 163 

the SAPS.i I have also published on performance measurement as it relates to the 164 

Independent Police Investigative Directorate (IPID) and touched on related police 165 

monitoring for that report.ii Additionally, over the ten years in which I have worked with and 166 

conducted research on the SAPS I have noted numerous forms of appearance 167 

management/deception that are regularly practiced in the organisation, in part in response 168 

to performance pressures placed on police officials. In this regard, I have glimpsed first-hand 169 

the ways in which performance pressures shape police practice on the ground, so I do not 170 

approach the topic entirely blind. 171 

Ideally, any report of this nature would be reviewed by peer experts prior to submission. 172 

Due to time constraints this has not been possible. However, significantly broader 173 
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consultation and research would be imperative if any of this report’s recommendations 174 

were taken forward.1 175 

Because of these limitations and because I am aware of the potential far reaching impact 176 

that the recommendations of The Commission might have on the SAPS, I will attempt not to 177 

overstate or dictate my recommendations. Instead, what is offered here is intended to 178 

provide a foundation for consideration of possible changes to the Performance Chart.  179 

 180 

Introduction 181 

Since the 1980s there has been a rise in management culture within public service 182 

departments the world over. Central to this culture has been a turn to the regular collection 183 

and analysis of performance data in the hope of understanding and improving effectiveness 184 

and efficiency against predefined targets.iii  Over the past two decades these performance 185 

management systems have become integral to the management of police agencies. In the 186 

police context they have generally followed a model most commonly credited as being 187 

developed in the New York Police Department in the 1990s, known as COMPSTAT. Like 188 

many other police agencies, it would appear that the SAPS Performance Chart has taken its 189 

cue from the same source. Throughout this report, when I refer to “COMPSTAT-like” 190 

systems, I include the SAPS Performance Chart. 191 

 192 

The SAPS Performance Chart is an example of a well-researched and designed performance 193 

measurement system. An international review of “best practice in police performance 194 

measurement” by the influential RAND Centre on Quality Policing lists the SAPS Chart as an 195 

example of good practice, at least as it stands on paper. It is the only police agency from a 196 

middle-income, high-crime country mentioned in the report, the other examples being 197 

police agencies in New Zealand, Northern Ireland, England and Wales. However, the SAPS is 198 

the only agency mentioned in the report in which abuse and torture have been linked to 199 

performance pressures.2 The potential for such abuse, or “gaming” of the system as the 200 

literature refers to it, is particular pronounced in the absence of any measure of public 201 

confidence in the SAPS Performance Chart. Without such measures to complement those 202 

such as crime reduction, suspect detection and docket progression, the incentive to ensure 203 

healthy police-community relations is diminished. Police can certainly contribute to the 204 

fostering of public order, but if in the process they erode public confidence and perform 205 

their duties undemocratically they will have failed in their purpose.  206 

Considering the efforts to which the communities of Khayelitsha have gone to demand 207 

better service of the SAPS, it would seem that such erosion has taken place in those policing 208 

                                                           
1
 That said, I am very grateful to Elona Toska for being a sounding board and to Peter Neyroud and Ben 

Bradford for their help in directing me to pertinent sources. All errors and omissions are my own. 
2
 For transparency’s sake I should note that the evidence the report cites to support claims of abuse is my 2010 

SACQ article listed as Endnote 1 in this report. 
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areas. The fact that the SAPS stations servicing these areas seem to have performed 209 

satisfactorily according to the organisation’s Performance Chart, raises concerns about how 210 

it measures and ranks SAPS stations.  211 

The report begins by revisiting the purpose of the police and the lure and 212 

contradictions of performance pressure. It then summarises testimony on the 213 

Performance Chart and links this to the rise of COMPSTAT in the nineties and its 214 

connection to the birth of “evidence based policing”. It questions whether The Chart 215 

realistically includes all the original components of COMPSTAT or if these only exits 216 

on paper. I then introduce a view that traditional COMPSTAT models might be 217 

“unbalanced”, and cite examples of how to correct these. This includes a discussion 218 

of the risks of a system focused on outputs rather than outcomes. Next I discuss the 219 

need for a focus on public interests and confidence in police, collected through 220 

survey instruments. The final sections of the paper include a return to the idea of 221 

evidence based policing and its clash with the community policing ethos, before 222 

ending with a number of recommendations for the SAPS to consider.  223 

 224 

The purpose of police and how it relates to performance measurement 225 

One can’t measure what is not defined. So who or what are “police” and “police work”?  226 

Like state-led education, it is difficult to imagine states without public police agencies. Their 227 

presence and purpose are a ubiquitous and unquestioned part of the modern landscape.  They have 228 

become part of our common sense and popular culture. And yet, policing in its current form is less 229 

than two hundred years old. In South Africa, democratic policing is still very new.  The concept of 230 

police work as a universal service rather than selectively applied force was itself introduced only two 231 

decades ago in South Africa, and yet in recent years it has already begun a slow turn from service 232 

back to force.  233 

The police’s legally sanctioned ability to use force is one of its defining characteristics. This recourse 234 

to force is intended to help police foster the development of safe communities. But this same 235 

allowance means that they can themselves become a threat to the communities they are tasked to 236 

protect. The use of force is a contradiction of liberal values, highlighting the paradox upon which the 237 

notion of policing rests.iv  238 

With this in mind, it has been suggested by policing scholars that modern police have failed to 239 

formulate a clear justification for their presence in democratic societies.v If asked, almost any SAPS 240 

official, like most police officers the world over, is likely to hold the view that without their presence, 241 

South Africa would implode in an orgy of violence. But this is not true.  242 

While popular narratives of police depict them as “crime fighters” preventing crime (including 243 

through such institutional signals as the 45% weighting on “Crime Prevention” in the SAPS 244 

Performance Chart, or the presence of “Crime Prevention Units” at SAPS stations), decades of 245 
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evidence show that very little police time is spent performing crime-related tasks or invoking the 246 

criminal law.vi A more accurate description of what police do is offered by Jean-Paul Brodeur:  they 247 

use diverse means prohibited to others, to uphold a particular social order.vii 248 

The South African Constitution states that the purpose of the SAPS is “to prevent, combat and 249 

investigate crime, to maintain public order, to protect and secure the inhabitants of the Republic and 250 

their property, and to uphold and enforce the law.’viii It has been argued that this mandate has been 251 

(mis)interpreted resulting in an expectation that police will primarily prevent crime, an expectation 252 

that they will very often be unable to meet.ix But this expectation is not unique to South Africa, and 253 

it occupies a long-established place in the literature. It is in the context of these shifting goals that 254 

the measurement of police performance has grown in importance. 255 

As early as the 1960s it was suggested that police set themselves an “impossible mandate” by 256 

committing to unattainable goals in order to maintain political, societal and budgetary support.x 257 

These goals are both literal (eg. prevent crime) and symbolic (eg. crime fighter). Because the social 258 

causes of crime are generally beyond the reach of police they are never able to fully realise these 259 

goals. But their performance is measured against these goals, nonetheless. Instead they adapt their 260 

appearances to fit particular contexts and audiences, including the manipulation of performance 261 

data and recorded crime, presenting sanitised and carefully tailored images of themselves to their 262 

management and the public. Even police agencies with track records of transparency and integrity, 263 

partake in these institutional performances to some degree.  264 

Although most police officials do not routinely invoke the criminal law or employ force during an 265 

average day, police agencies are structured and resourced around the themes of force and law 266 

because these themes hold centre stage in the occupational and popular imagination.xi Police 267 

actions are also geared to fit this imagined orderxii , so patrol officials are ever-prepared to respond 268 

to radio calls with haste, knowing that little is likely to come of their response. It is because civilians 269 

are aware of only a minor and dramatic side of police work that they demand rapid response, even 270 

when perpetrators have long fled, that they judge police on their response timesxiii. Police in turn 271 

play the part, measuring their own performance on the speed with which they respond to calls.xiv  272 

The troublesome cycle emerging from these practices and paradigms is that because the police 273 

institution suggest to the public they are “crime fighters” or “crime preventers”, the public expects 274 

them to play the part of “crime fighters” or “crime preventers”, and the police in turn feel a need to 275 

live up to this expectation. In high crime societies like South Africa such performances encourage 276 

cycles of increased visible security, force and related budgets. South Africa’s is a society that 277 

embraces coercive discipline. We hear it in the words of our politicians, parents, leaders and police, 278 

and we see it acted out in the vigilante justice and police abuses on our streets. Played out on the 279 

late night streets of South Africa’s townships a heavy handed police presence that is suspicious of 280 

almost any male (as a would be offender), and damning of any female (as a would-be victim), such 281 

an approach likely causes as much harm to community cohesion and trust in the state as it does 282 

good.xv In contrast, ideal police work would “be conducted in ways that reinforce people’s sense of 283 

belonging and their capacity to live together confidently with risk.”xvi  284 

In the SAPS, the focus on, and foregrounding of recorded crime, arrests and seizures in official 285 

documents like the SAPS Annual Report, serves as a bureaucratic signal to both police and the public 286 
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that crime and punishment is the central defining feature of police work.xvii  The burden of efficiency 287 

leads police to substitute goals for ritual behaviour.xviii In my and others’ observations of SAPS 288 

officials at work this includes the regular manipulation of data relating to actions taken - such as 289 

people or vehicles stopped, or shebeens visited – which is then fed into the organisational hierarchy 290 

as “evidence” of work done (Although not all such data feeds the Performance Chart, it is still central 291 

to the performance culture of the SAPS, making target-meeting pressure a daily occurrence for 292 

many, and saturating the work environment in target-chasing).  Alternately, some SAPS officials 293 

work to discourage victims from reporting crime in order to keep the official count low. For example,  294 

Col. Vermeulen’s testimony before The Commission notes that the data can’t be manipulated once it 295 

is on the CAS system. This might be true. However, because the formal capturing of a docket 296 

represents a symbolic weight in the minds of station managers and officials, police are incentivized 297 

to not record the crime at all. In so doing they risk re-victimising the victim when s/he is told “The 298 

state does not think this crime worthy of formal record or investigation.” In reality front-line officials 299 

regularly manipulate or tweak  the data they submit, acting out an institutional performance for 300 

those above them, who in turn communicate these performances up the chain of command. This 301 

isn’t necessarily because these police officials are deviant people, they are simply adapting to the 302 

pressures of the job. In truth it is notoriously difficult to quantify and measure police action, to 303 

capture what is actually done rather than the outputs (such as those measured by The Chart) that 304 

actions produce.  As technology advances, however, this is slowly changing (as discussed under “The 305 

importance of evidence based policing” on p.23)  306 

Furthermore, the crime-centric framing of police work means importance is placed on arrests and 307 

reported crime as gauges of police performance, despite most causes of crime lying beyond police 308 

controlxix, and despite arrest often not being the best manner in which to correct crime/ disorder. 309 

The use of such measures threaten to creates perverse incentives for police to discourage victims 310 

from reporting crime, and to manipulate data, as has occurred in the SAPS in recent years.xx  SAPS 311 

stations in areas that account for high levels of violent crime will be under particular pressure to 312 

meet targets, not all of which will be feasible. These stations are at particular risk of succumbing to 313 

the manipulation of data (eg: classifying assault GBH as assault, attempted murder as assault GBH)xxi 314 

or the turning away of victims seeking police investigation, in order to meet targets. 315 

None of this is to say that the SAPS  does not have a central role to play in helping South Africa 316 

become a safer place, nor that some crime reduction targets are not important for police to meet. 317 

But it is important to note that this is only one aspect of who police should be, how they should 318 

think of their mandate and what they should do. A 2013 report produced by the Independent Police 319 

Commission’s examination of the roles and responsibilities of the police service in England and 320 

Wales, touted as the most important in fifty years, sums up this view succinctly when it states: 321 

“Policing should contribute to the creation of a safer, more cohesive and more just 322 

society…An increasingly sceptical public make competing demands for order, not all 323 

of which the police are able to meet…Calls for police to be ‘crime fighters’ 324 

threatens a retreat into discredited reactive police.”xxii 325 

But in the UK, as in many other jurisdictions, COMPSTAT-like performance measurement systems are 326 

considered critical to the management of police agencies (although officially, crime reduction targets 327 

were recently abolished). The report has something to say about this, too: 328 
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“More emphasis on the long-term implications of police activity, rather than on 329 

short-term results which ignore the bigger picture [are needed]. Similarly an over 330 

emphasis on performance monitoring and targets risks ignoring the longer term 331 

issues; [The Commission recommends government] Review performance targets 332 

and the way activity is measured and assessed. These are still (and again perhaps 333 

increasingly) too heavily focused on enforcement related measures and modalities. 334 

This means revisiting perverse incentives that militate against procedurally fair 335 

policing”xxiii 336 

So in England, home of modern policing, police agencies continue to grapple with the short-comings 337 

and perverse incentives set up by these performance measuring systems. It is this last reference to 338 

“procedurally fair policing,” which is the most obvious golden thread missing in the SAPS 339 

Performance Chart. This is discussed under “Surveys continued: procedural justice and public 340 

confidence” on p.20.  But first, the following section introduces the SAPS Performance Chart 341 

followed by a discussion of other COMPSTAT-like systems used by many other major police agencies.  342 

The SAPS Performance Chart 343 

Before exploring the literature on performance measurement abroad, it is important to summarise 344 

the working of the SAPS Performance Chart. This section summarises related information before the 345 

commission. It is based on the evidence of Brigadier Heilbron and Colonel Vermeulen. Page numbers 346 

refer to those relating to their testimony or affidavit as recorded by The Commission. 347 

Affidavit (and Learning Programme manual):  348 

 The performance chart is a performance measurement system which reflects the 349 

accomplishment of targeted results (p.52) 350 

 Progress is measured in crime prevention, crime reaction, crime investigation, human 351 

resource management, vehicle management, data integrity (p.53) 352 

 It aims to measure performance in respect of input, output, outcomes, effectiveness and 353 

efficiency, which will have a direct impact on the combating of crime, and is of value to 354 

customers and communities (p.54, 68) 355 

 It was developed to assist police management in combating crime and to guide the initiation 356 

of corrective action to poor performing entities (p.54), to give a holistic picture of a station’s 357 

crime combating operations and to distinguish between quantity and quality (p.68) 358 

 Signs of the Chart’s success include it being discussed at monthly provincial meetings, 359 

appropriate interventions are initiated to assist poor performing entities, the results of these 360 

interventions being monitored. (p.54) 361 

 It is intended that deteriorating performance indicators are addressed by station 362 

commanders (p.57). The system compels station, cluster and provincial commanders to 363 

perform against nationally set standards and their own performance baseline (p.58) 364 

 The Chart also measures staffing levels, absenteeism, the state of vehicles and other 365 

resources (p.117-161). 366 

Testimonies: 367 
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 The Chart is called EUPOLSA. It was developed over a number of years, beginning in 368 

1997/98, with financial assistance from the European Union. It was developed by the since 369 

retired Major-General van Vuuren (p.97). Its ongoing development falls under Brigadier 370 

Rabie (p.108) 371 

 The purpose of the tool is to determine and assess the efficiency of the SAPS as required by 372 

the Constitution (p.98). It aims to assess the organisation rather than the individual (p.101). 373 

 The Chart notes the need for a measure of “customer satisfaction” but the SAPS has not 374 

managed to implement this.  375 

 Data appears on The Chart as soon as it is captured on the Case Administration System 376 

(CAS), both to ensure data integrity and to prevent manipulation (p.102) 377 

 This data is audited by the “statistics section” to ensure docket information is captured 378 

accurately (p.104-105) 379 

 The Chart’s ability to measure “attendance” is not entirely accurate (p.106). 380 

 The Chart measures targets. Annual station targets are determined based on the station’s 381 

performance in the previous year. However, the National Office sets targets for the entire 382 

organisation and if a station’s target is below that of National, then the national target is 383 

adapted (p.110-111) 384 

 The main focus of the chart is “crime prevention” (45%) and “detective services” (35%), with 385 

the remainder made up of Resources and Data Integrity (5%) (p.112-112, and p.172-174 of 386 

Col Vermeulen’s affidavit). 387 

 Brigadier Heilbron advises the Provincial Commissioner on resource allocation (p.119) 388 

 389 

In addition to these testimonies, pages 5-12 of the report submitted to The Commission by the 390 

Institute for Security Studies, as well as David Bruce’s APCOF policy brief titled Assessing the 391 

performance of the SAPSxxiv, shed light on the basic functioning of The Chart, and the targets 392 

currently considered most important. 393 

 394 

COMPSTAT and the dawn of evidence-based policing 395 

COMPSTAT/Performance Chart-like measurement systems are now considered good practice in 396 

policing. COMPSTAT was first developed by Bill Bratton and Jack Maple in New York City in the early 397 

nineties. Ironically, considering the discussion of this report thus far, the system was introduced to 398 

disprove those who claimed police could have little impact on crime and disorder.xxv Leading policing 399 

expert, Lawrence Sherman, recently wrote that “nothing has done more than the COMPSTAT idea to 400 

increase the availability of evidence for tracking police performance at micro levels of activity [and 401 

that] No other system of tracking evidence on outcomes or outputs has been so influential or 402 

comprehensive.”xxvi Again, this suggests that the SAPS has moved in the right direction with its 403 

Performance Chart, but has it implemented it the ways its founders intended? 404 

Originally, the introduction of COMPSTAT was brought about in the face ofxxvii: 405 

a) A New York police agency that lacked a sense of purpose in relation to crime; 406 

b) Low expectations of what officers could achieve; 407 

c) Police managers had ceased to innovate, simply repeating tried and failed practices; and 408 
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d)  The NYPD was beset with unproductive structures that hampered the efficient use of 409 

resources. 410 

Simply put, the system was intended to gather and disseminate information on the NYPD’s crime 411 

challenges and track efforts to deal with them. Key to the system were twice-weekly meetings of all 412 

precinct commanders and top management, where precinct challenges and solution to challenges 413 

were discussed. Precinct commanders were called to explain reports generated using the data from 414 

their precincts, including data on crime complaints, arrests, summonses, shootings, organised by 415 

time and space, and considered against the demographics of the precinct. Data was projected onto 416 

big screens so that all present could engage with it. Meetings could include up to 200 people, 417 

including media and civil society, as a way to promote transparency.  418 

According to Bratton himself, the key components of early COMPSTAT were:xxviii 419 

a) Accurate, timely information made available at all levels in the police agency; 420 

b) The selection of the most effective interventions for specific problems; 421 

c) Rapid, focused deployment of human and other resources to implement strategies; and 422 

d) Relentless follow-up and assessment to learn what happened and/or makes change. 423 

A 2004 survey of American police agencies that sought to track the growth of COMPSTAT in the 424 

United States noted the following as key components of performance monitoring systems in usexxix: 425 

a) Set specific objectives in terms that can be precisely measured; 426 

b) Hold regular meetings with district commanders to review progress towards objectives; 427 

c) Hold middle managers responsible for understanding crime patterns and initiating plans to 428 

deal with them; 429 

d) Give middle managers control over more resources to accomplish objectives; 430 

e) Develop, modify or discard problem-solving strategies based on what the data show. 431 

 432 

 433 

 434 

 435 

 436 

 437 

 438 

 439 

 440 
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 441 

 442 

 443 

 444 

 445 

 446 

 447 

 448 

 449 

 450 

 451 

 452 

 453 

 454 

 455 

 456 

 457 

 458 

  459 

Relevance to the SAPS 

Based on the information on the Performance Chart currently before The 

Commission, when compared to the above information on COMPSTAT  it is clear 

that the SAPS employs a similar target defining and measuring system. What is 

unclear is whether: 

a) Very regular problem solving meetings are held involving station, cluster 

and provincial commanders; 

b) Whether current meetings allow for the immediate provision of additional 

resources where needed to promote rapid problem solving; 

c) Whether such meetings include the systematic testing and monitoring of 

interventions in order to grow institutional knowledge; 

d) Whether SAPS operational planning is “evidence based” rather than 

founded on misguided common sense, coercive thinking about crime and 

policing.  

For Sherman, “The greatest value of measuring police performance comes from 

leaders taking immediate corrective action.” It remains unclear to what extent this 

is currently happening in the SAPS, nor how flexible current structures are for the 

rapid (re-)allocation of resources to stations in need 

The ISS has repeatedly shown in recent years, including on page 11 of its 

submission to The Commission, that despite a steady increase in resource 

allocation, the SAPS has been unable to stem house and business robbery, two 

crimes that it is believed police should be able to measurably reduce. David Bruce 

has highlighted that “that the link between changes in the crime rate in South 

Africa and police action or strategies is never apparent.”(Bruce, 2011:3)  Based on 

this evidence, as well as the fact that The Commission has been established, 

suggests that while the SAPS appears to have set up an impressive measurement 

tool, it may not be using it to guide strategic, evidence based interventions. If this 

is the case then the SAPS has only implemented the first element of what is 

intended as a holistic, rapidly responsive management system. 
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COMPSTAT moves abroad 460 

Although COMPSTAT spurred the growth of related systems, offshoots have taken different 461 

manifestations. A 2013 review of the use of performance measurement metrics among 462 

Canadian police services found that while widely used, there was “no commonly accepted 463 

model or framework for measuring the performance of police organisations.”xxx The review 464 

identified a number of indicators used across agencies, many of which are similar to those 465 

employed in the SAPS Performance Chart. These are listed in Appendix A. The report notes 466 

that it was usual for Police Chiefs to be held accountable for meeting targets, again a 467 

practice in line with that of the SAPS.  468 

However, while these metrics were the most commonly found in Canadian agencies, and 469 

overlap closely with those used to hold SAPS Station Commanders accountable, the report 470 

recommends that they be expanded to represent what is growing body of better practice in 471 

performance measurement, what the report calls a “balanced framework”. The seven 472 

dimensions of the recommended balanced framework, and examples of performance 473 

indicators, are listed in the following table borrowed from the report:xxxi 474 

  475 
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Table 1: Examples of a “balanced framework” for performance measurement  476 

Seven Dimensions  Common Performance Indicators  

1) Reduce criminal 

victimization  

• Police-reported crime rates (rates per 100,000 population)  

• Victimization rates  

• Crime Severity Index  

• Police-reported violent crimes rates  

• Non-violent Crime Severity Index  

 

2) Call adult and youth 

offenders to account in 

appropriate ways  

• Clearance rates (e.g., violent crime)  

• Conviction rates  

• Number of youths diverted  

• Number of outstanding arrest warrants  

• Number of times special courts (e.g. drug, mental health, domestic 

violence) are used  

 

3) Reduce fear of crime 

and enhance personal 

security  

• Reported changes in level of fear (from victim surveys)  

• Reported decrease in community concern about drugs/crime in their 

neighbourhood  

• Reported changes in self-protection measures  

 

4) Increase safety in 

public spaces  

• Reported changes in traffic fatalities, injuries, and property damages  

• Reported changes in use of parks and public spaces  

• Reported changes in property values  

• Reported proportion of community members who feel safe in public areas  

 

5) Use financial 

resources fairly, 

efficiently, and 

effectively  

• Data on cost of policing, per citizen  

• Data on the efficiency and fairness of deployment and scheduling police  

officers  

• Number and proportion of civilian employees  

• Percentage of working hours lost to sickness for police officers or civilian 

employees  

• Date on budget compliance  

• Data on amounts of overtime expenditures  

 

6) Use force and 

authority legitimately, 

fairly, and effectively  

• Number of citizen complaints  

• Number of external police reviews regarding alleged police misconduct  

• Settlements in liability issues  

• Number of police shootings  

• Number of times different kinds of force (lethal & non-lethal) are used  

 

7) Satisfy citizen 

demands for prompt, 

effective and fair service  

• Data on average response time to calls for service, by priority level  

• Survey data on citizen satisfaction with police services and citizen 

perceptions of the fairness of such services  
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Harvard criminologists Mark Moore and Anthony Braga, in their report titled The Bottom 477 

Line of Policing: what citizens should value (and measure!) in police performance, also 478 

suggest a seven point approach to performance measurement:xxxii 479 

1) Reducing crime and victimization; 480 

2) Call offenders to account  (clearance and conviction rates); 481 

3) Reduce fear and enhance personal security; 482 

4) Ensure civility in public spaces;  483 

5) Use force and authority fairly, efficiently and effectively;  484 

6) Use financial resources fairly, efficiently and effectively;  485 

7) Provide Quality Service and Customer Satisfaction. 486 

Moore and Braga provide a range of suggestions on how such indicators might be 487 

measured. Again, the SAPS lacks in areas similar to those of the Canadian report.  488 

 489 

 490 

 491 

 492 

 493 

 494 

 495 

 496 

 497 

 498 

 499 

 500 

 501 

 502 

 503 

 504 

Relevance to the SAPS 

The review of Canadian police services and resulting “balanced framework” shows that in many 

ways, the SAPS Performance Chart is equal or superior to that of some Canadian agencies. However, 

like many of the agencies reviewed for the Canadian report, the SAPS Performance Chart could be 

thought of as “unbalanced” or lacking in important areas. These include: 

- Measuring reported crime in absolute numbers rather than as a ratio of the population 

(although there seems to be an indication that this is considered to some degree); 

- Not measuring youth and adult engagement with police under  separate categories; 

- Not measuring diversion (although this might be captured by the NPA); 

- Not measuring levels of fear amongst civilians; 

- Not measuring levels of satisfaction amongst police officials; 

- Not measuring safety in public space; 

- Not integrating civilian complaints with the Performance Chart; 

- Not recording or integrating police use of force into the Performance Chart (See for example 

David Bruce’s work on “Use of Force” policies for police and the SAPS); 

- Not measuring levels of civilian satisfaction with police.  

Not all of these, like traffic related offences, are relevant to the SAPS. Nor can they all be easily 

integrated into a quantitative system like the Performance Chart. But some, such as civilian 

complaints and records of use of force, certainly can. The others items listed point to what is 

becoming a trend in privileging civilian confidence and trust in police, with feelings of safety, in 

measuring police performance.  This requires that survey and/or qualitative dimensions be added to 

the earlier COMPSTAT-like models of performance measurement. A more detailed breakdown of 

indicators for this framework can be found as an Annexure in the Canadian Police Board Views on the 

Use of Police Performance Metrics report, which is freely available online. Moore and Braga’s report 

is also freely available online. Surveys are discussed further below. 
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The ambiguity of Performance Chart outputs  505 

The SAPS Performance Chart, like comparable systems, measures activity based on input, 506 

output and outcomes. It defines an output as “the direct result of the application of police 507 

resources. It is mostly a measure in terms of the quantity of output produced – how many 508 

or how much…the quantity of a police service rendered – to count the service rendered.”xxxiii 509 

The Chart defines an outcome as “the quantified results (output), or impact of police 510 

actions: What happened to police output? It is how and to what degree police customers 511 

are intended to be served…Progress is assessed by comparing outcomes with targeted 512 

results, using quantified measures. An outcome is the result or impact of the output – not 513 

the output itself.”xxxiv  514 

Finally, the Chart describes effectiveness as “the extent to which SAPS achieves its targeted 515 

results by satisfying the needs and demands of its customers. It measure quality in terms of 516 

user satisfaction with police services.” Of course this begs the question, how is this done if 517 

the SAPS does not ask the public? An answer is offered, “The more output contributes to 518 

the accomplishing of set objectives of the core functions of policing, the more effective the 519 

SAPS will become.” This is where the SAPS Performance Chart begins to flounder. While the 520 

measurement of certain activities appears to follow common trends, the definition of 521 

“effectiveness” is one based on assumptions of what the public wants, but is decided in the 522 

higher echelons of police management and government. The fact that The Commission is 523 

sitting is an indication that the SAPS has missed the target on this one, what it considers 524 

“effectiveness” to be is not what the communities of Khayelitsha consider it to be.   525 

Beyond this, however, outputs have remained controversial across many COMPSTATE-like 526 

systems. The RAND discussion on “best practice” in performance measurement highlights 527 

risks associated with outcome-focused measurements in particular.  528 

Outputs, the report notes, are measures of internal performance, actions which police 529 

instigate. In a well-managed, evidence-driven police agency these would correlate with the 530 

best scientific knowledge regarding which actions result in the most positive outcomes. 531 

Outcomes are the societal benefits that result in part from police outputs, but over which 532 

police have far less direct control. A common example would be community feelings of 533 

safety. Because police do not have full control over the outcomes of their outputs, they are 534 

forced to make decisions regarding which actions to pursue over others.xxxv When SAPS 535 

Head Office sets performance targets for the country, by selecting some categories of 536 

measurement over others, they send a signal throughout the organisation that certain 537 

results are valued while others (like community relations) are not. Currently all the emphasis 538 

is on outputs rather than outcomes, and this is where service delivery will suffer. 539 

Peter Neyroud, a former Chief Constable and member of the recent Independent Police 540 

Commission in England and Wales, reminds us that “measurement and assessment of 541 

policing is not a neutral process of judgment. Embedded in any approach will be 542 
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professional, moral and cultural judgements about what good policing looks like.”xxxvi The 543 

more controllable a performance measure is (eg. an output such as arrests made or cases 544 

closed), the more likely it is to become a perverse incentive for abuse.xxxvii 545 

Outputs are also susceptible to interpretative ambiguity. If a police station registers an 546 

increase in reports of sexual assault, is this an indicator of more occurrences of the crime, or 547 

of a greater confidence in a police service’s ability to successfully investigate the offense or 548 

provide support to the victim, which has translated into increased reporting of sexual 549 

assault? Awareness of this highlights the double edged sword of quantitative indicators, in 550 

this context those related to crime in the South Africa. There is an inherent risk in measuring 551 

the absolute change without looking at all potential confounding factors and assuming a 552 

pure link between input and outputs.   553 

On the one hand the general population, and communities such as those of Khayelitsha in 554 

particular, are at constant risk of victimisation. On the other hand, we have a floundering 555 

trust in the SAPS, either to treat us fairly, or to bring offenders to justice. If SAPS officials are 556 

being encouraged not to record increases in reported crime, they are less likely to be 557 

empathetic to a victim who seeks them out for assistance. The resultant harm to the victim 558 

by the disinterested, target-chasing police official means that: a) one less crime will have 559 

been recorded and b) the victim and his/her close family or peers will be less likely to report 560 

additional crime in future. Both of these would register as “successes” on the SAPS 561 

Performance Chart, whereas the truth is that the decline would mark a fracture in police-562 

community relations. By the same token, if the sexual assault victim has a positive 563 

experience with the SAPS (and this need not mean conviction of the offender!) s/he may 564 

encourage his/her peers to report their own previously unreported victimisation. Here, 565 

increases in reported crime reflect important gains in trust between the public and police. 566 

The point is, one can only make so much of reported crime figures interpreted as isolated 567 

figures.  568 

Neyroud points out that despite improving crime reduction and detection rates in an area, 569 

residents might continue to feel less secure for a number of months or years. This is what 570 

has occurred in the UK, despite declines in crime and is because actual reductions in crime 571 

do not instantly translate into immediate feelings of safety. The SAPS Performance Chart 572 

would not pick this up because it does not attempt to measure public confidence, nor does 573 

it take into account the time-lag required for middle and long-term change to happen for 574 

various outcomes. 575 

The success (or majority thereof) of police work cannot simply be tied to reductions in recorded 576 

crime (actual or manipulated) but must include measures of public safety. On the other hand, 577 

outputs such as the SAPS claim of “1, 68 million arrests” in 2012/13xxxviii, are more attractive to 578 

police managers and officials because they have more direct control over their attainment and 579 

manufacturing. xxxix But such outputs can result in detrimental outcomes, particularly if many of 580 

those 1, 68 million arrestees are illegitimate, or are not treated fairly and with respect.  SAPS officials 581 
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are often encouraged to make arrests, in part so that such claims can be made in weekly, monthly 582 

and annual reports. But arrests say nothing of building safe environments or good community-police 583 

relations, and likely say more of the state’s fraught relationship with many communities.  584 

 585 

 586 

 587 

 588 

 589 

 590 

 591 

 592 

 593 

 594 

 595 

 596 

 597 

 598 

 599 

 600 

 601 

 602 

  603 

Relevance to the SAPS  

While the SAPS understandably measures its performance on outputs, the real test of its 

impact on society is in the less tangible outcomes (or what the SAPS calls “effectiveness”). The 

Chart is structured to ensure effectiveness, but makes no provision for measuring this. Instead, 

the Chart implies that by meeting its own outputs, the SAPS has succeeded in meeting the 

needs of the public. This is problematic. It silences the people the SAPS intend to serve. It 

renders what is in many ways a very impressive tool, short-sighted and incomplete. 

The emphasis on outputs without complimentary measurements of outcomes, means targets 

are as likely to promote police actions that erode feelings of public confidence in the SAPS, as 

they are to improve them.  Such erosion is likely to occur, and to have more damaging effects 

at stations that are considered to be underperforming, where managers feel greater pressure 

to produce better numbers, and where this pressure is transferred to their front line officials 

and detectives.  

 Until very recently the SAPS and government at large left it up to civil society organisations like 

the Institute for Security Studies (ISS) and the former Institute for Democracy in Africa (IDASA), 

to measure levels of public confidence through their Victims of Crime and Afrobarometer 

Surveys. It is a great testament to years of advocacy work that government, through Statistics 

South Africa, recently committed itself to annually conducting and publishing the results of 

National Victim of Crime Surveys. Such surveys help to test feelings of safety, confidence in 

police, and provide crime trends that can be compared with those reported to the SAPS. The 

collection and publication of this data represents a great stride, and yet invariably, more can 

be done as discussed below. 

This answers The Commission’s question:  Does what is measured create perverse 

incentives for police officials and managers? YES 
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Surveys as measure of police performance 604 

Because of the ambiguity of the most common performance indicators, it is important to 605 

employ a range of indicators in measuring police performance. Survey measures can help to 606 

interpret otherwise ambiguous indicators. Some of the survey types recommended by the 607 

RAND group include:xl 608 

- Police agency climate and culture surveys to measure levels of police integrity; 609 

- Police officer surveys to measure police staff morale and views on the functions of 610 

the organisation, station or unit; 611 

- Community surveys gauging views on police effectiveness; 612 

- Community surveys gauging views on police misconduct; 613 

- Retail surveys gauging the views of the business community operating in a policing 614 

area (this would include spaza shops and taverns);3 615 

- Contact surveys that target civilians who have recently had contact with a police 616 

official, including but not limited to victims. 617 

  618 

                                                           
3
 For an example of a survey conducted among tavern owners in Nyanga and Philippi see: Clare Herrick and 

Andrew Charman, 2013 “Shebeens and crime: the multiple criminalities of South African liquor 
and its regulation,” SA Crime Quarterly 45, pp. 25-32. 

Relevance to the SAPS 

While all of the surveys listed shed important light on understanding community-police 

dynamics and feelings of public safety in a particular station’s area, it is not feasible that 

all of them are conducted in every police station, every year. What might be a more 

realistic recommendation is that a selection of these surveys be used within particularly 

high-crime or otherwise underperforming/problematic police stations. Ideally they would 

be conducted quarterly, in conjunction with interventions aimed at improving police-

community related relations/performance in the area. Quarterly measurements would 

allow SAPS managers to rapidly assess the impact of their interventions. However, public 

perceptions can take a while to change, and may not immediately register on quarterly 

surveys. As such, an alternative would be six-monthly or annual surveys, conducted over 

two to five years in the station area. This may sound like a great investment, and indeed 

it is, but it is in line with the changes in police performance measurement, as well as  the 

move to evidence-based policing. It is also a small price to pay if it means preventing a 

total erosion of trust in police-community relations in one policing area. This is especially 

important for a national police organisation like the SAPS where bad press relating to 

one part of the country can detrimentally affect perceptions of police throughout the 

country. More on this below. 
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Surveys continued: procedural justice and public confidence 619 

While some of the surveys mentioned above might (but not should) be considered “nice to have”, 620 

there is at least one type of survey which police agencies increasingly consider a must have. This is a 621 

measure of public confidence in police (and feelings of safety). This measure has become 622 

increasingly important in the wake of over nearly two decades of scholarship on what is now known 623 

as procedural justice or procedural fairness.  While it has long been accepted as generically “good” 624 

that police officials treat the public with politeness and respect (this was a big part of the post-625 

apartheid turn to service, which is now under threat in the SAPS as it returns to a discourse of force) 626 

research has produced evidence to prove the far reaching importance it holds. Again, it is worth 627 

quoting directly from the recent Independent Police Commission in England and Wales, which sums 628 

up the findings of this body of work in clear lay terms:  629 

 “In a democracy it matters not only that the police control crime and maintain 630 

order, but also how they do so [emphasis added]. Procedural fairness is an 631 

indispensable part of what it means to get the ‘how’ right. People’s belief in 632 

the legitimacy of the police, and motivation to obey the law [emphasis added], 633 

depends greatly on how fairly they are treated during encounters with the 634 

police. People are also generally more concerned with the perceived fairness 635 

of such encounters – whether they ‘had their say’, and were treated with 636 

respect, by an impartial and open- minded officer –  than  with their outcomes.   637 

This is crucial. It matters less for feelings of public confidence and trust that police 638 

catch a criminal offender, as it does that a victim (and offender) feel they have been 639 

treated fairly, respectfully and without bias. If they believe this to be the case, they are 640 

more likely to trust police and to obey the law in the absence of police. The report 641 

goes on: 642 

Every police-public  interaction communicates  a message about  the police  643 

and what  they stand for,  and sends  a signal  to citizens about  their 644 

membership of  society and their  place within  it. These ‘signals’ have real 645 

(positive or negative) consequences for people’s future willingness to trust and 646 

cooperate with the police and for whether they think of the law as worthy of 647 

compliance because it represents moral values which they share. Treating 648 

people with fairness and dignity is thus a vital part of what effective and 649 

legitimate policing demands. It is a public good that can be supplied equally to 650 

all –  at  little  cost. It  is also  a good whose  benefits are  experienced most  651 

intensely by  individuals  and  groups whose  sense of  belonging  is precarious  652 

and cannot  be  taken for  granted. Procedural  fairness should  also  inform the  653 

internal organisation  of police  forces –  in terms  of how  officers and  staff 654 

treat  one another  and are given  a voice  in  decisions affecting  their working 655 

lives” 656 

Since 2008, the London Metropolitan Police has conducted quarterly Public Attitude Surveys for 657 

each of its thirty-two boroughs (similar to a SAPS cluster). Reported internally, these surveys polling 658 

20 000 Londoners a year, challenge police officers to think about how they demonstrate 659 

trustworthiness and fairness to the communities they serve. The surveys have been fully 660 
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incorporated into the Met’s performance measurement system. xli  The current target for the Met 661 

covering the period 2012-2016 is to “boost public confidence by 20%”.xlii There is now evidence that 662 

this process has helped to shift the way the Met’s police think about their engagements with the 663 

public. 664 

Brian Rose and I have in the past written on the importance of procedural fairness in South African 665 

policingxliii and its importance has been shown through analysis of the Human Science Research 666 

Council’s (HSRC) Social Attitudes Survey in South Africa.xliv But for the sake of brevity here I will 667 

quote and paraphrase the words of, Betsy Stanko, Jonathan Jackson, Ben Bradford and Katrin Hohl, 668 

who work at the forefront of this research:xlv 669 

“There is considerable evidence that trust in the police is linked to concrete 670 

behaviours - cooperation with officers, compliance with the law, 671 

engagement in informal social control - that would help policy-makers 672 

achieve their goals and benefit officers by helping them doing their own jobs 673 

better. The procedural justice model firmly links the fairness with which 674 

police officers exercise their authority with the trust the public invest in 675 

them. Interpreted in its broadest light, procedural justice theory holds out 676 

the promise of a criminal justice system predicated on a more cooperative 677 

and less coercive relationship between police and public. It does so by placing 678 

the relationship between police and public centre-stage [emphasis 679 

added]….The procedural justice model is open to empirical tests via the use 680 

of social scientific enquiry. Along with the development of a stronger 681 

conceptual understanding of trust and confidence, providing a well-682 

developed framework for understanding what people want from the police, 683 

offering the chance for evidence-based policy-making…. In summary, to trust 684 

in the police is to hold specific beliefs about its ability and also expectations 685 

about how officers will act in certain situations; confidence is some kind of 686 

overall summary judgment of the job that the police are doing is one which 687 

we as citizens can rely on for public (and private) protection….Change from 688 

within the police service, in particular change informed by academic debate 689 

and empirical evidence, has been slow. This has had the perverse 690 

consequence of leaving the field open to politicians and moral entrepreneurs 691 

who argue that the prime aim of policing is and should be a narrow interest 692 

in reducing crime [emphasis added]. This is despite, of course, all the 693 

evidence that (1) the impact of police activity on overall crime rates is rather 694 

small and (2) police officers spend a large proportion of their time dealing 695 

with non-crime-related events and circumstances.” 696 

That the SAPS Performance Chart has, since its inception, noted the need for a measure of 697 

“customer satisfaction” but has failed to introduce any means by which to measure this, 698 

suggests a short-sighted, narrow conception of the police mandate.  699 
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 701 

 702 

  703 

Relevance to the SAPS 

The SAPS must urgently seek to entrench procedural fairness and measurements of public 

confidence throughout the organisation. If weary of the investment, the SAPS should conduct trials 

in a small number of stations in order to grow the evidence base to support the importance of 

fairness in policing.  

Where possible, regular measurements of public confidence should be carried out, and the results 

fed back to relevant police stations. Importantly, where surveys show public opinion and trust to be 

negative, SAPS officials must be encouraged to work to correct these, rather than retreating further 

behind the institutional curtain of closed group solidarity or dispondence.  

This answers the question posed by The Commission:  Should a measure of “service delivery” or 

“public satisfaction” with the SAPS be included in the Performance Chart? -  YES 
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The importance of evidence-based policing 704 

COMPSTAT-like systems are central to the contemporary era of “evidence-based policing”.   705 

 706 

 707 

 708 

 709 

 710 

 711 

 712 

 713 

 714 

 715 

 716 

 717 

 718 

 719 

 720 

 721 

 722 

Importantly, there is no one-size-fits-all approach to policing. This is particularly important 723 

to bear in mind in South Africa with its diversity socio-economic landscapes. Two former 724 

police chiefs, Peter Neyroud (UK) and Ed Davis (US), together with Ed Boyd recently drafted 725 

a working document for the Harvard Executive Session on Policing and Public Safety, 726 

exploring what is really known about “good policing”. In this document, they list the 727 

following four broad categories in which the evidence suggests police (in developed states) 728 

are able to have a positive impact on crime:xlvi 729 

1) Place-based strategies based on recognition that crime is concentrated at very small 730 

geographic units of analysis. These “hotspots” offer stable targets for strategic police 731 

intervention.  732 

Relevance to the SAPS 

In recent years the SAPS has invested heavily in the Performance Chart and other tools to aid it in 

the delivery of its mandate, including cutting edge forensic and crime mapping technology. In 

very many ways, the SAPS is an impressive and exciting organisation.  

It has been put to The Commission that where stations are shown by The Chart to be 

underperforming, “interventions are initiated…the results of these interventions [are] 

monitored”1 and that “deteriorating performance indicators are addressed by the station 

commanders.”1 Such interventions are in-line with good practice as it relates to COMPSTAT-like 

performance measurement systems. However, what is unclear is how rapidly these interventions 

are introduced (the COMPSTAT model should see immediate intervention), nor, as importantly, 

what is done with the data gathered during “monitoring” of interventions. Related to this, it is 

unclear to what extent the SAPS is actively involved in research and reflection relating to its 

work, scientifically testing and measuring the impacts of its actions on the challenges it attempts 

to tackle. In this regard, the Performance Chart is an important component of measuring police 

performance, but it is only the foundation. It should be complemented by a deeper, ongoing 

engagement with the interventions that are put in place, and the documenting of their successes 

and failures. Over time, the resulting pool of evidence would allow the SAPS to more readily 

intervene in spaces of disorder and to restore feelings of safety and confidence among residents. 

Furthermore, in that most current evidence on policing has been collected and tested in 

developed states, the SAPS is well-placed to lead the way in building an evidence based for 

African and middle-income contexts. The new SAPS University of Policing in Paarl could be the 

centre of this, though the SAPS would likely find a willing pool of academics and students keen to 

help across the country’s universities, should it ask.  
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2) Offender based strategies recognise that a small group of offenders is 733 

disproportionately likely to commit the most serious crimes, while up to 70% of 734 

offenders present a low risk of causing serious harm. Interventions should target 735 

these persistent offenders. By disproportionately focusing police resources on this 736 

small group and employing discretion-based strategies with others, a greater good is 737 

delivered to larger segment of the public. 738 

3) Patrol strategies that recognise fixed beat/patrol as ineffective. Victimisation occurs 739 

in patterns. Deployment should be flexible and pattern based, strategic not random.  740 

4) Legitimacy based strategies that emphasise fairness and procedural justice. 741 

Against this evidence base, the authors recommend the following as foundational to “a 742 

balanced approach to measuring police performance”:xlvii 743 

1) Focus on outcomes (public feelings of safety), not inputs or outputs; 744 

2) Use COMPSTAT and hold commanders accountable; 745 

3) Policing should be based on evidence (including allowance for failure and learning); 746 

4) Let the public judge efficacy (be transparent with data, including COMPSTAT data); 747 

5) Attention must be paid to cost benefit. 748 

 749 

 750 

 751 

 752 

 753 

 754 

 755 

 756 

 757 

 758 

 759 

 760 

 761 

 762 

 763 

Relevance to the SAPS 

I have already covered the fact that the SAPS currently lacks legitimacy-based strategies or 

measurements. However, if senior operational managers within the SAPS were to read the first 

list above, many would likely say, “But this is exactly what we are doing.” In many ways they 

would be right. This is what they are asking front line officials to do, but are they doing it?  

Data is being analysed (to some degree) daily, shift and unit commanders are posting their 

members (in part) based on this data. But it is almost always sector based. Sectors are too large 

to constitute “hotspots” so that effectively, patrol officials are being posted to random patrol – a 

defunct policing tool. Furthermore, I am not aware of any commanders regularly reviewing AVL 

data from SAPS vehicles to test whether their members stick to the postings assigned to them. In 

the absence of these checks, SAPS officials end up enacting institutional performances for one 

another. The Crime Analyst briefs the commander or the shift, but nobody pays much attention. 

The patrollers report that they are in their sector (and the overseeing officer ensures that s/he 

meets them when they are in their sector so that he can tick the box saying he verified their 

location). But these actions become little more than this, box ticking, performances for an 

organisation that wants to see its members perform, but hasn’t yet figured out exactly how to 

measure this. It is a challenge that has faced police managers forever, but it is changing through 

technology.  
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Sherman, Director of Cambridge University’s Institute of Criminology, including its Police Executive 764 

and Experimental Criminology programmes, is one of the most authoritative and progressive voices 765 

in the arena of evidence based policing. In his words, “the best test of evidence-based policing is 766 

whether it has improved public safety and police legitimacy.”xlviii While the SAPS has made some 767 

progress in the former, it continues to struggle with the latter. As mentioned, Sherman is a great 768 

advocate of COMPSTAT/Performance Chart –like performance measurement systems, and would 769 

likely be impressed with the degree of sophistication of the SAPS’ tool. Nevertheless, in a 2013 770 

article he made it clear that such tools can only truly help police agencies become more effective if 771 

they are part of a holistic learning process.  He summed this up as the need for Targeting, Testing 772 

and Tracking:xlix 773 

1) Targeting: police should conduct and apply lessons from good research to target 774 

scarce resources on predictable concentrations of harm from crime and disorder. 775 

2) Testing: Once police choose their priority targets they should review or conduct tests of 776 

police methods to choose what works best to reduce harm. 777 

3) Tracking: Once practices have been tested police should generate and use internal 778 

evidence to track the daily delivery and effects of those practices, including public 779 

perceptions of police legitimacy. 780 

Like Neyroud, Boyd and Davis, Sherman proposes a number of areas in which he believes 781 

the evidence supports the need for police to focus their efforts (see his publication). He 782 

views COMPSTAT-like monitoring as the most important tool in the policing arena for 783 

tracking what works and holding commanders accountable where performance suffers. So 784 

the SAPS are on the right track, in Sherman’s view. But Sherman reiterates what policing 785 

scholars have said for a very long time – COMPSTAT/Performance Chart like systems tell us 786 

very little about what police actually do. Sherman believes this will change in coming years 787 

with rapid developments in technology. With GPS tracking devices a common feature in 788 

sufficiently resourced police agencies (including police-issued smartphones, GPS tagged 789 

radios, and AVL systems), it is now far easier for police commanders to ensure patrol 790 

officials target the hotspots to which they have been assigned.l In my own experience of 791 

SAPS patrols, some officials stick doggedly to the sector to which they have been assigned 792 

(though a sector is far larger than a hotspot), but I have also experienced those who 793 

routinely ignore patrol briefings entirely, instead doing whatever interests them most. I am 794 

can think of only one experience in my ten years where a patrol targeted a “hotspot”. 795 

Another important development in global policing has been the recent introduction of body-796 

worn video cameras. Evidence gathered by the use of such technology can help police 797 

managers study and improve police-civilian interactions, including as it relates to police use 798 

of force.  While still a novelty among police of the most developed nations, scholars hope 799 

that technology might encourage both police and civilians to engage with the one another 800 

more respectfully, knowing somebody might later review the interaction.li 801 
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Sherman closes his important article with a word of warning, “The greatest threat to police 802 

professionalism is that the word ‘evidence’ will be hijacked to mean what it is intended to 803 

replace: intuition, anecdote, and opinion.” In South Africa where we have many more 804 

experienced SAPS officials than we do research-focused officials, it is important that the 805 

organisation strategically grow in a manner that welcomes the introduction of more 806 

evidence-based decision making, even if some experienced officials don’t like it. This isn’t to 807 

suggest that books should replace wisdom, but that the two need to grow together.  808 

 809 

Discrepancies in the SAPS Performance Chart 810 

The Commission has expressed interest in two issues not yet discussed l in this report. These are 811 

discussed below: 812 

1) Why do SAPS stations change positions on the performance hierarchy so dramatically 813 

and what does this mean for the validity of what The Chart measures; and   814 

2) Are the compensatory points awarded to stations located in high-crime or particularly 815 

busy environments good practice in police performance measurement.  816 

As all of us who have engaged with the Performance Chart will likely agree, it is a confusing 817 

piece of machinery with which to engage as an outsider. Col Vermeulen in particular should 818 

be complimented on his familiarity and mastery of the tool, and any changes made must 819 

make use of people like him and what they can contribute. During evidence, The 820 

Commission repeatedly sought to understand how it was that stations changed ranking so 821 

rapidly, year on year. My reading of the evidence  is that stations are being measured 822 

against their own baselines . If targets measured on baselines fall below the national target, 823 

then they are measured on the latter. Their ranking depicts how well they have performed 824 

against these targets. Scores awarded on this performance result in their final comparative 825 

ranking. As a result, ranking is likely to vary significantly year on year and is in fact relatively 826 

arbitrary. Importantly, the scores do not reflect how safe a station’s area may be, and as 827 

such might appear confusing. This confusion is bolstered by the fact that it seems free 828 

percentage/performance points are awarded to stations based on their size/the rank of 829 

their commander. While I would question whether this latter award of free points is good 830 

practice, the rest of the measurement system appears to be sound. What is important to 831 

bear in mind, for all role players, is that just because a SAPS station has performed well 832 

(using current measure of outputs only) this does not suggest: a) that the station’s area is 833 

much safer than it was the year before, nor b) that it is experiencing comparable challenges 834 

to the station listed one above or one below it in the overall ranking. It only tells us whether 835 

or not the station has met particular targets. The “ranking” then, is not very helpful as a 836 

comparative or planning tool for a station commander/ management, and should probably 837 

be ignored. 838 
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What the literature on this seems to suggest, is that better practice is to compare families of 839 

similar stations with one another, rather than compare all stations against all others, or 840 

simply against themselves.lii  In some sense it would seem the SAPS has tried to achieve this 841 

through its awarding of compensatory points based on size and environment. But the use of 842 

these, it seems to me, contribute to the suggestion that any one police station should be 843 

comparable to any other. Ultimately there is a huge amount of diversity across SAPS 844 

stations, making comparison difficult. While the SAPS should endeavour to benchmark and 845 

encourage good, evidence-based practices, it remains unclear whether comparing all 846 

stations in a province, or all stations in the country, is of much use to management.  847 

There are, however, some indications that alternative comparison methods exist, or can be 848 

developed. One innovative approach was proposed in the UK involving Stochastic Frontier 849 

Analysis and Data Envelopment Analysis. A detailed description of how to use the approach 850 

can be found online in Improving police performance: A new approach to measuring police 851 

efficiency by Clare Spottiswoode. Briefly, the approach aims to “take into account the actual 852 

position of each force, and thus the gains made in recent years. The Government cannot do 853 

this if it lacks a systematic efficiency measure [while setting] uniform, across the board 854 

efficiency targets.liii It specifically attempts to take into account the resources at the disposal 855 

of a particular unit of analysis, and to judge performance based on this. Using this system 856 

then, stations could be assessed on how efficient they are relative to the resources at their 857 

disposal.  858 

Some of what Spottiswoode’s approach aims to do is: 859 

- Provide a systematic, comprehensive measure of relative police efficiency 860 

- Allow across-the-board-efficiency targets to be abolished 861 

- Relax central control to allow more freedom for police managers 862 

Not being an economist or statistician myself, I do not want to spend too much time 863 

discussing this approach, nor to claim I fully understand it. Suffice to say, it might be 864 

something the more technically minded in the SAPS could look into.  865 

Recognising the difficulty (but not the impossibility) of inserting socio-economic factors into 866 

measurements of police efficiency, Spottiswoode suggests grouping key socio-economic and 867 

environmental factors into similar “families” that can be compared more easily. Again, I 868 

recommend the SAPS review her report for more detail on this.  869 

 870 

 871 

 872 

 873 
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 877 

 878 
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 881 

 882 

 883 

 884 

 885 

 886 

 887 

 888 

 889 

 890 

It would seem that the current approach to measuring performance against station 891 

baselines and national targets is not in itself flawed. However, it does risk hiding levels of 892 

severe insecurity where a station performs well against a very low base (not to mention 893 

failing to measure levels of public confidence and feelings of safety, as already discussed). 894 

What might be a valuable compliment to the current measurement system, is to 895 

incorporate what Sherman calls a Crime Harm Index into the way the SAPS thinks about 896 

crime. The SAPS may already cover this with its “Calculation of Marginal Performance 897 

Levels” and “Crime Categories” (po.80), but I am not certain they do so will discuss it below. 898 

For Sherman (citing Rossi et. al 1974), “The biggest obstacle to reducing crime may be the 899 

misleading way in which it is counted: as a raw summation of all crimes, regardless of any 900 

differences in public views of the seriousness of harm across crime categories.”liv It is true 901 

that the SAPS does not treat all crime equally. In general, as the most reliable measure of 902 

harm reduction, murder remains a primary measure of safety in the country, both for the 903 

Relevance to the SAPS 

The important thing with regard to how the SAPS performance chart currently seems to 

rank stations against one another, is that a station measured against itself might be 

performing relatively well but off a very low base. Assuming the SAPS’ best station 

commander took over  its worst performing station, one could assume the station would 

remain near the top of the overall ranking on the performance chart for a number of 

years. However, the more the commander succeeds, the harder it will be for her to 

improve on her own prior success. Eventually, if the station stabilises so that it becomes 

much like any other (i.e. a huge success considering its original low base) – it will begin to 

slide down the ranking as measured by The Chart, because its  gains will no longer appear 

impressive and because it may struggle to meet nationally set targets against its much 

improved context .  

On the other hand, if the excellent commander attains significant successes in her first 

year, the chart might rank her amongst its top twenty, which might hide the fact that she 

still oversees a very crime-saturated, unsafe area. Here, the fact that her station is ranked 

“highly” on the comparative chart means it may fail to garner the attention of SAPS senior 

managers, on whom station commanders must rely for support, both in holding them to 

account, but also in assisting with rapidly dispatched additional resources, evidence-based 

solutions, and monitoring of interventions.  

Another way to think about the way stations are ranked is that if every station met its 

targets by the same amount in the same year then the ranking would stay the same.  So 

despite every station having performed reasonably well compared to prior performance, 

this would not be reflected in the ranking. Of course this is a hypothetical scenario but it 

highlights the danger of emphasising/using the ranking. Because no stations meet their 

rankings exactly as they are set, or in ways equal to one another, they change in relation to 

each other. This is my reading of The Chart. It would seem then that while there is much 

merit in The Chart, the ranking achieves little. 

 

 

It would appear that Spottiswoode’s model deserves exploration from those in charge of 

the Performance Chart’s development . In it the organisation might encounter as yet 

unexplored methods through which to better compare one SAPS station with another. 
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SAPS and civil society commentators. Similarly, the SAPS has, correctly in my view, weighted 904 

categories of crime differently, the bulk (40%) going to reports of contact crime and another 905 

40% of investigative progress weighted towards contact crime dockets.lv From my 906 

perspective, the current weighting system appears well studied and sound. Whether broad-907 

stroke national, rather than station-specific, targets are the best targets to set, is another 908 

question. It is likely more valuable for each station to set targets based on the most 909 

pertinent challenges facing its communities.  910 

While the SAPS approach (as I understand it) is good, Sherman offers an alternative that 911 

might compliment the current Performance Chart, and better help management and 912 

civilians alike, understand levels of safety in their areas of work and residence. In Sherman’s 913 

words,  914 

All crimes are not created equal. Some crimes cause horrible injuries 915 

and deaths. Others cause scant meaningful harm to anyone….Police 916 

professionals are acutely sensitive to the idea that the weight of harm 917 

from crime matters more than a raw count of incidents…What they 918 

lack is a way to account for these differences in combination across all 919 

crimes. 920 

Sherman’s solution is the Crime Harm Index. In it, each crime type (rather than categories 921 

like “contact crime “or “property crime”) is given a weight that represents how harmful it is 922 

to society. This would mean the creation of an index listing the severity of crime types. He 923 

suggests the simplest way to assign values to crime types, is to consider the sentencing 924 

guidelines related to each offence. The number of recommended days in prison for a first 925 

time offender would provide an indication of how severe the public (or at least the judicial 926 

system) consider the harm caused by the crime to be. He then suggests taking the total 927 

weight for each indicator (crime type), and adding the subtotal weights together, providing 928 

an index of multiple indicators, and a bottom line for the harm caused by crime. 929 

These are the steps in procedural order:lvi 930 

1. Count the number of crimes of each type in an area; 931 

2. Multiply the count for each type by the median number of 932 

prison days recommended for crimes of that type by first offenders; 933 

3. Name the product of that multiplication (crime count for a 934 

crime type X median days in prison) the Harm Subtotal (HST) for the 935 

crime type (for harm subtotal of days of prison for that offense type); 936 

4. Repeat steps 1, 2, and 3 for every type of crime recorded for 937 

the area; 938 

5. Sum up all HSTs to yield the Total Crime Harm (TCH); 939 

6. Create a standardised CHI for any area or population by dividing 940 
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the estimated population size into the TCH to yield the CHI in that time 941 

period for that area (where population size estimates should ideally 942 

include the average daily transient counts, such as arrivals minus 943 

departures by public transport). 944 

 945 

To put it another way, take a hypothetical SAPS station which records 100 crimes 946 

a month. Assume that the recommended sentence for a first shoplifting offence 947 

is 1 day in prison and the recommended sentence for a first culpable homicide is 948 

10 years in prison (3650 days). If all 100 crimes reported to the station are 949 

shoplifting cases, the CHI value will be 100 days. If all 100 crimes are culpable 950 

homicide, the CHI value would be 10 X 3650 = 36,500. In both instances, the 951 

crime count is the same but the relative harm caused is incomparable. This 952 

indicator tells police and civilians alike, just how relatively safe or unsafe two 953 

station areas are in relation to one another, and so where greater intervention 954 

might be needed.lvii  955 

 956 

Helpfully, Sherman suggests an additional tool which, like Spottiswoode’s, aims to ensure 957 

more accurate comparisons between police stations working in very different environments. 958 

But Sherman’s integrates with his Crime Harm Index.  He suggests creating a “risk model” 959 

through which to better understand the dynamics at each police station, and to predict the 960 

kinds of indicators that would be expected for a station to be functioning optimally in their 961 

“risk” environment.lviii The model should use socio-economic and demographic data for each 962 

police area (to this I would add past crime rates), to forecast the level and type of demand 963 

likely to be placed on the station (i.e. 10111 calls, arrests, etc.). The SAPS may already use 964 

such a model in its allocation of resources. The discussion on “The Environment” (p.80) 965 

suggests it might. However, even if it does, it remains unclear if it is used on an ongoing 966 

basis to forecast the demands likely to be made on police, and so to inform the levels of 967 

performance expected of police at a station. Sherman believes such risk modelling would be 968 

most beneficial if integrated with the Crime Harm Index (CHI). He envisages risk models, 969 

being able to predict, with only marginal error, the likely CHI for a single station’s area. If 970 

CHI’s are established and monitored, police will be better placed to see links between 971 

changes in output (police action) and outcomes (though here still only a measure of harm as 972 

per reported crime via the CHI).  973 

 974 

  975 
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 992 

 993 

 994 

 995 

The Performance Chart/Community Policing clash 996 

With the rise of COMPSTAT-like measurement systems, various police agencies have had to 997 

work through what appears to have emerged as a clash between the ideal of Community 998 

Policing and target-chasing forces of performance measurement systems.lix Community 999 

Policing aims to be responsive to, and build cooperative ties with communities, often 1000 

through uniformed officers assigned to liaise with and problem solve for particular parts of a 1001 

police precinct.  The approach was introduced in earnest by the SAPS in the 1990s and now 1002 

falls under Sector Policing. My 2010 article on performance measurement in the SAPSlx, 1003 

Relevance for the SAPS 

It would appear that the SAPS performance chart currently measures station progress against a 

target, fairly accurately. But targets are not neutral entities. While it makes sense that a station 

might work against its own targets – preferably set with input from the community – it makes less 

sense that blanket national targets should apply across the board.  

More importantly though, a station might be performing well off a very low base and still be in 

urgent need of support from provincial managers in the form of resources and evidence-based 

solutions to very particular challenges. The danger here is that mangers might fail to look beyond 

the apparently acceptable or good performance of a station, to the ongoing severity of crime and 

harm in its area.  

By including a Crime Harm Index measurement for each station in the performance chart, 

managers would, at a glance, be able to consider the ongoing harm (crime) reported in the 

stations’ area, against its relative performance.  The CHI could also be used to group stations into 

“families” of comparable harm, so setting a foundation for more accurate comparison and 

benchmarking between them.  

Furthermore, the CHI can be used to highlight priority crimes that require a focus of SAPS 

resources and strategic, targeted intervention.  

None of this is to suggest that the SAPS does not already assign weightings to (at least broad) 

categories of crime. The organisation has identified a group of “priority” crimes, all which would 

score highly on the CHI considering the country’s minimum sentencing legislation. But the CHI 

would  help streamline the ways in which the SAPS thinks about, measures and intervenes in 

different crime types, and will help ensure that a station located in a challenging environment is 

not overlooked simply because it is “succeeding” against its own baseline. 

Regarding the linking “risk models” to Crime Harm Indexes,  Sherman contends that 

“If a change in outputs appears linked to changes in CHI outcomes, then police 
leaders can begin to develop skill in relating these two tools at a strategic 
level. In contrast, if there is no change in outputs but the CHI gets worse, that 
can be taken as evidence of sudden changes in social conditions rather than as 
a failure of policing. If police outputs worsen and the CHI rises, that can be 
taken as evidence that police failures actually caused an increase in harm.” 
(p.59) This may then be another area into which the technically minded in the 
SAPS might delve. 
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along with a growing body of evidence from researchers and journalists alike, suggest that in 1004 

many instances the actions SAPS officials take in the course of their target-chasing duties, 1005 

actively erode, rather than build, community confidence in them. This has become 1006 

increasingly common as rhetoric about crime has increased in militancy, and the SAPS has 1007 

moved to harden its public image by reverting to military ranks (another bureaucratic signal 1008 

to its members). 1009 

James Willis and colleagues offer four recommendations through which they believe police 1010 

agencies can better marry COMPSTAT-like performance management systems with 1011 

community policing, to mitigate against what might be conflicting agendas:lxi 1012 

1) Harness community policing values, goals and practices to COMPSTAT 1013 

While police officials and managers often value the needs of the community, these 1014 

seldom receive the kind of importance that the indicators of Performance Charts 1015 

require police to meet, particularly not at COMPSTATE-like meetings. This skews the 1016 

way policing is practiced. The authors recommend local community input and 1017 

concern being discussed at COMPSTAT/Performance Chart meetings where police 1018 

commanders should report back on how they are working to meet community 1019 

needs. The authors also recommend surveys or focus groups, as already discussed, 1020 

to help ensure that local community perceptions are taken into account when 1021 

measuring police performance. 1022 

 1023 

2) Increase accountability down the chain of command for performance 1024 

The aim here is to diffuse responsibility for performance throughout the 1025 

organisation. (In my experience of the SAPS, this is already occurring as managers 1026 

pass performance pressure onto those below them, though not always in a healthy 1027 

manner.)  1028 

 1029 

3) Change COMPSTAT meetings to operate more strategically 1030 

Specifically referring the US model of large feedback meetings, they suggest 1031 

shrinking these in order to encourage officials to share ideas regarding how to tackle 1032 

a particular challenge more freely. They also support the idea of an “evidence cop” 1033 

(originally recommended by Sherman) being present at all meetings. This would be 1034 

someone trained at a graduate level in evidence-based crime reduction who is on 1035 

hand to provide technical input into best-practice policing strategy choices.  1036 

 1037 

4) Commit substantial resources to crime analysis and training in problem oriented 1038 

policing, problem solving, and building partnerships 1039 

Again, this build on the idea of an “evidence cop” or crime analyst working together 1040 

with senior (operationally experienced) managers to recommend appropriate 1041 

interventions where performance charts suggest they are needed. Like Sherman 1042 

above, they recommend the gathering of evidence over time in order to develop an 1043 
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institutional database of problem-solving solutions that can be called upon more 1044 

rapidly in the future.  1045 

Other prominent police commentators who have expressed concern regarding the 1046 

performance measurement/community policing intersection are Nigel Fielding and Martin 1047 

Innes.lxii Their concerns, like many others mentioned, lie in the fact that what is measured 1048 

sets priorities, yet what is measured represents almost nothing of what police actually do. 1049 

Their point is that the kinds of “successes” that are sought as part of a community-policing 1050 

model – such as problem solving rather than arrest, information sharing rather than fines – 1051 

are not captured in COMPSTAT-like performance metrics. Essentially, this makes 1052 

community-focused police engagement “invisible” to most performance measurement 1053 

systems.  1054 

One suggestion the authors offer is what they call the Key Informant Model (KIN). In some 1055 

regards this could be considered a simpler, more cost-effective approach to measuring 1056 

public interest, than the surveys discussed earlier. In it, police would routinely and formally 1057 

garner the views of key role players in the community. The authors suggest additional 1058 

measures, all of which are important, though many of which would be difficult to implement 1059 

throughout a national agency like the SAPS. The point though remains, crime and disorder 1060 

may be prevented far more successfully by a police official with carefully developed 1061 

community relationships and problem solving skills than through arrest and prosecution. 1062 

But it is the latter which a COMPSTAT-like performance chart would consider a “success” 1063 

while the former would only be detected in long-term declines in reported crime (though 1064 

again, the good relationship might lead to an increase in reported crime, another false-1065 

positive). 1066 

 1067 

 1068 

 1069 

 1070 

 1071 

 1072 

 1073 

 1074 

 1075 

 1076 
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 1079 

 1080 

 1081 

  1082 

Relevance to the SAPS 

Again, SAPS officials reading this might retort, “But we do this.” Again, much of what is 

mentioned here is already on the SAPS radar. The SAPS access key informants through 

Community Policing Forum (CPF ) and it is likely that many cluster commanders demand 

community engagement from their station commanders, including the submission of reports. 

But ultimately that is where such monitoring likely ends. Input offered at CPF meetings is not 

formally used to measure station performance, so that questions about community interests 

are likely to cease at the level of cluster commander. Once again this highlights the missing 

golden thread in the SAPS Performance Chart: Where is the community? 

Within thinking relating to community policing exists the idea that police should serve as “lever 

pullers” of the broader state machinery. In many ways police represent the state on the street. 

They have the eyes and ears on the ground that are in many instances best placed to alert 

other departments (or non-governmental actors) of the need for non-policing interventions. 

While there is plenty of literature on this topic, it is unclear whether any attempts have been 

made to measure police performance in this regard. The inclusion of such initiatives in The 

Chart, even if very lightly weighted, might help encourage police to re-think their mandate from 

“crime fighters” to “problem solvers”. It would send a bureaucratic signal to police that reminds 

them of their broader purpose, and would create a paper/Performance Chart trail through 

which commanders could prove their efforts in tackling non-policing problems, or be held 

accountable for inaction. Follow ups on the in/action of other government departments/NGOs 

can be used to contribute to the evidence base of “what works” to make South Africa safe.  
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Conclusion and Recommendations 1083 

The SAPS can be proud of its Performance Chart. In many ways it seems to reflect cutting edge 1084 

practice in the monitoring of police performance. The introduction of The Chart may have something 1085 

to do with the gradual reductions in crime over the past ten years or so. However, there is evidence 1086 

to suggest that the pressures The Chart places on members of the SAPS to meet particular outputs 1087 

(rather than outcomes) may also be leading to a “gaming” of the system, meeting superficial targets 1088 

on paper but achieving little in the real world. Such actions threaten to seriously harm public 1089 

confidence in the SAPS and to cast doubt on SAPS-generated data. This is particularly true in the 1090 

absence of a measure of public confidence or feelings of safety. Such “gaming” might also reflect 1091 

deep dissatisfaction on the part of front-line officials who feel they have few other options through 1092 

which to assuage the pressure they feel from managers, leaving them unable to pursue the type of 1093 

police work they might prefer (and which might contribute more to public safety). A police 1094 

organisation that is internally democratic and fair is more likely to produce democratic and fair 1095 

police practice on the streets. 1096 

Importantly, it remains unclear whether The Chart is being used as a holistic management system 1097 

linked to rapid intervention and reallocation of resources where needed. Instead these claims may 1098 

only exists on paper while The Chart is instead used to put pressure on station commanders (alone) 1099 

who may not have the resources or knowhow to address their challenges.  1100 

The SAPS itself is best positioned to know its greatest strengths in fulfilling its mandate and the value 1101 

and danger of the current Performance Chart. It is recommended that the organisation, without 1102 

political interference, embark on some serious reflection regarding current strengths and 1103 

weaknesses known to it, and adjust The Chart accordingly. Targets should be realistic and have the 1104 

public’s best interests in mind (as identified by and measured through the public, not assumed by 1105 

the SAPS).  1106 

The following are some matters for the SAPS to consider during such revisions: 1107 

1. The SAPS should reflect on the fact that The Chart is central to the operational performance 1108 

of organisation and so communicates to members powerful bureaucratic signals about what 1109 

is important. Currently, it emphasises ticking boxes relating to outputs without any focus on 1110 

the public. The SAPS should move to “balance” the Performance Chart by ensuring it 1111 

accurately reflects its mandate to ensure that all people in South Africa are and feel safe. As 1112 

such, the public should be made central to the measurement of performance. It may be 1113 

worth conducting various trials before settling on a new system. One option might include 1114 

abolishing all crime-related targets and focusing wholly on police legitimacy, public 1115 

confidence and feelings of safety (while continuing to collect and publish, but not set targets 1116 

related to the current system). 1117 

2. The SAPS must ensure that The Chart does not undermine the gains it has made through 1118 

community and sector policing. Where possible, the ethos of these policing paradigms 1119 

should be integrated into The Chart so that commanders prioritise community interests 1120 

rather than potentially arbitrary targets imposed by The Chart. Long-term gains forged 1121 

through strong community-police collaboration can be far more effective than short-term 1122 

number chasing but are currently invisible to The Chart. 1123 
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3. Ensure that The Chart is used as a holistic tool that guides police practice and learning, not 1124 

just police priorities. It should be used to hold station commanders to account, but also steer 1125 

the rapid flow of guidance, resources and evidence based interventions with the assistance 1126 

of cluster and provincial commanders, and possibly “evidence cops”.4 This cannot simply 1127 

equate to deploying the Tactical Response Team (TRT) to conduct random patrols in 1128 

problem sectors. Interventions must be more specific, such as the Task Teams currently used 1129 

by the SAPS, but backed up with evidence-based strategies and continual learning. It should 1130 

also be noted that less police-centric interventions might be better suited to challenging 1131 

some forms of disorder and that “more police” is not always the best response. 1132 

4. The SAPS might consider placing more performance-related importance on crimes that are 1133 

most amenable to police intervention (whether serious or minor), and to direct resources to 1134 

tackle these. If it does so it should be transparent about this with the public. A public that 1135 

understands that police influence is limited but well-targeted is more likely to be 1136 

sympathetic to the SAPS, thus promoting rather than weakening public trust in the 1137 

organisation.  1138 

5. The SAPS should consider dropping or amending the current station ranking system as a tool 1139 

for comparing one station with another. Amendments should seek to compare “families” of 1140 

similar stations. In addition to providing a more relevant comparison, this will aid in the 1141 

development of an evidence base for police intervention. Interventions that succeed in one 1142 

station in a family are more likely to be relevant to another station in the same family, than 1143 

are interventions that are of value to an entirely different family of stations. This evidence 1144 

can include community relations-based successes that are not directly linked to crime 1145 

reduction. 1146 

6. The SAPS and National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) should explore innovative ways in which 1147 

the two might marry together their respective performance measurement systems, or at 1148 

least work more closely to build stronger cases at the detective-prosecutor intersection.  1149 

7. Transparency aids accountability. As such the SAPS should consider making as much of its 1150 

real-time data as possible, available to the public. This can be done online in real time, and 1151 

through weekly printouts posted in station Community Service Centre’s on a weekly basis. 1152 

The SAPS should also consider developing and incorporating a Crime Harm Index in this 1153 

regard to better gauge the relative levels of (un)safety in a policing area.  1154 

8. Other areas the SAPS should consider incorporating into its Performance Chart to allow for 1155 

more holistic monitoring and evaluation are: 1156 

- A station measure of relative (un)safety using a Crime Harm Index; 1157 

- Levels of public fear at the station level (where interventions are needed) or cluster 1158 

level for all (urban) clusters; 1159 

- Levels of satisfaction amongst police officials; 1160 

- Safety in public space (use of public space); 1161 

- Civilian complaints; 1162 

- Incidents of police use of force; 1163 

- Levels of civilian satisfaction/perceived fairness with police; and 1164 

                                                           
4
 I have witnessed “crime analysts” in the SAPS who seem unable to offer any insight into “what works” in 

policing other than “stop and search” and “more patrols”. As a result, patrollers either don’t take the analysts 
seriously or they embrace these interventions in ways that are not conducive to good policing nor to  
community-police relations. 
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- Levels of satisfaction/perceived fairness experienced by SAPS officials 1165 

  1166 
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Appendix Alxiii:  1167 

Common Performance Measures Used by Canadian Police Services 1168 

 1169 

Indicators  Numerator  Denominator  

Clearance Rate – Violent 

Crime  

Actual number of violent 

criminal code incidents 

cleared as defined by 

Canadian Centre of Justice 

Statistics (CCJS) and as 

provided by CCJS  

Total number of violent 

criminal code incidents (as 

defined by CCJS)  

Clearance Rate – Crimes 

against Property  

Actual number of crimes 

against property - Criminal 

Code incidents cleared as 

defined by CCJS and as 

provided by CCJS  

Total number of crimes 

against property Criminal 

Code incidents (as defined by 

CCJS)  

Reported Number of Violent - 

Criminal Code Incidents 

per100,000 Population  

Number of Criminal Code 

incidents for violent crimes as 

defined by CCJS  

Population as provided by 

CCJS  

Reported Number of Crimes 

against Property-Criminal 

Code Incidents- per 100,000 

Population  

Number of Criminal Code 

incidents for property crimes 

as defined by CCJS  

Population as provided by 

CCJS  

Reported Number of Other 

Criminal (Non-Traffic) Code 

Violations Incidents per 

100,000 Population  

Number of other (non-traffic) 

Criminal Code violations 

incidents as defined by CCJS  

Population as provided by 

CCJS  

Reported Number of Total 

(Non-Traffic) Criminal Code 

Incidents per 100,000 

Population  

Number of total (non-traffic) 

Criminal Code incidents as 

defined by CCJS  

Population as provided by 

CCJS  

Number of Youths 'Cleared by 

Charge' AND 'Cleared 

Otherwise' per 100,000 Youth 

Population  

Number of youths cleared by 

charge plus cleared otherwise 

for Criminal Code Incidents.  

Youth Population as provided 

by CCJS  

Annual Percentage Change in 

Rate of Violent Crime  

Reported number of violent – 

Criminal Code incidents per 

100,000  

Previous years of reported 

number of violent criminal 

code incidents violent - 

Criminal Code incidents per 
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100,000 population  

Number of Criminal Code 

Incidents  

Number of total (non-traffic)  Previous years of reported 

number  

(Non- Traffic) per Police 

Officer  

Criminal Code incidents as 

provided by CCJS  

of Authorized Strength of 

Police Officers  

Number of Police Officers per 

100,000 Population  

Authorized Strength of Police 

Officers  

Population as provided by 

CCJS  

Number of Civilians and Other 

Staff per 100,000 Population  

Authorized strength of Other 

staff  

Population as provided by 

CCJS  

Number of Total Police Staff 

(Officers and Civilians) per 

100,000 Population  

Authorized strength of officers 

and civilians  

Population as provided by 

CCJS  

Operating Cost for Police 

Services per Capita  

Operating costs (includes: 

salaries, wages &employee 

benefits, materials, contracted 

services, rents & financial 

expenses, external transfers, 

inter-functional adjustments, 

program support allocations 

less revenues from other 

municipalities)  

Population as provided by 

CCJS  

 1170 

 1171 

 1172 

 1173 

  1174 
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